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The Basic Writings of Bertrand Russell
Until now, the single most important unpublished work by C.G. Jung—The Black
Books. In 1913, C.G. Jung started a unique self- experiment that he called his
“confrontation with the unconscious”: an engagement with his fantasies in a
waking state, which he charted in a series of notebooks referred to as The Black
Books. These intimate writings shed light on the further elaboration of Jung’s
personal cosmology and his attempts to embody insights from his selfinvestigation into his life and personal relationships. The Red Book drew on
material recorded from 1913 to 1916, but Jung actively kept the notebooks for
many more decades. Presented in a magnificent, seven-volume boxed collection
featuring a revelatory essay by noted Jung scholar Sonu Shamdasani—illuminated
by a selection of Jung’s vibrant visual works—and both translated and facsimile
versions of each notebook, The Black Books offer a unique portal into Jung’s mind
and the origins of analytical psychology.

The Collected Works of C.G. Jung: Basic writings of C.G. Jung,
edited by V. deLaszlo
The Black Books (Slipcased Edition) (Vol. Seven-Volume Set)
Collected Works of C.G. Jung, Volume 9 (Part 1)
Catherine Simmons, PhD, LCSW ìDrs. Simmons and Lehmann have given all of us
in the helping professionsópractitioners and researchers alikeóa comprehensive
resource for finding and selecting psychometrically sound, practical, strengthsbased measures that we can use not only to ëlook at the resultsí but to do so in a
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way that we ëmeasure others by their strengths.í We look forward to seeing this
invaluable resourceÖon every social workerís desk in the coming years.î -John G.
Orme, PhD, MSW Professor, University of Tennessee -Terri Combs-Orme, PhD The
Urban Child Institute Endowed Professor Traditionally, assessment and evaluation
have focused on the negative aspects or deficits of a clientís presentation. Yet
strengths, health, and those things that are going ìrightî in a personís life are key
protective factors in the prevention and treatment of many mental health
problems. Thus, measuring strengths is an important component of a balanced
assessment and evaluation process. This is the first compendium of more than 150
valid and reliable strengths-based assessment tools that clinicians, researchers,
educators, and program evaluators can use to assess a wide array of positive
attributes, including well-being, mindfulness, optimism, resilience, humor,
aspirations, values, sources of support, emotional intelligence, and much more.
These tools provide a clear picture of an individualís strengths while being easy to
complete, score, and interpret. The scales and instruments included are
consistently formatted, organized according to construct measures, and include
tools for working with adults, couples, families, children, and special populations.
They represent a wide range of theoretical approaches and were written by a
diverse array of professionals, including social workers, psychologists, nurses,
physicians, and sociologists. Partial List of Instruments: Assessing Emotions Scale
Affective Balance Scale Flourishing Scale Five Facet Mindfulness Questionnaire
Positive States of Mind Scale Measure of Expectations for Partner Multidimensional
Sense of Humor Scale Parenting Sense of Competence Scale Personal Well-being
Index Proactive Coping Inventory Psychological Empowerment Scale Stress-Related
Growth Scale Social Well-being Scales Wellness Beliefs Scale

Jung on Astrology
Sigmund Freud (1856-1939) revolutionized the way in which we think about
ourselves. From its beginnings as a theory of neurosis, Freud developed psychoanalysis into a general psychology which became widely accepted as the
predominant mode of discussing personality and interpersonal relationships.
ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make
interesting and challenging topics highly readable.

Selected Writings
Essays which state the fundamentals of Jung's psychological system: "On the
Psychology of the Unconscious" and "The Relations Between the Ego and the
Unconscious," with their original versions in an appendix.

The Collected Works of C.G. Jung
The Art of C. G. Jung
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Extracted from Volume 8. Includes the title essay and "On Psychic Energy."

Handbook of Intellectual Styles
A guide for intermediate-level Arabic students to improve their reading, listening
and communication skills

General bibliography of C. G. Jung's writing
Several thousand years ago Indo-European culture diverged into two ways of
thinking; one went West, the other East. Tracing their differences, Christopher
Bollas examines how these mentalities are now converging once again, notably in
the practice of psychoanalysis. Creating a freely associated comparison between
western psychoanalysts and eastern philosophers, Bollas demonstrates how the
Eastern use of poetry evolved as a collective way to house the individual self. On
one hand he links this tradition to the psychoanalytic praxes of Winnicott and
Khan, which he relates to Daoism in their privileging of solitude and non verbal
forms of communicating. On the other, Bollas examines how Jung, Bion and
Rosenfeld, assimilate the Confucian ethic that sees the individual and group mind
as a collective, while Freudian psychoanalysis he argues has provided an
unconscious meeting place of both viewpoints. Bollas’s intriguing book will be of
interest to psychotherapists, psychoanalysts, Orientalists, and those concerned
with cultural studies.

The Undiscovered Self
C. G. Jung, despite not being widely known for his views on sexuality or the
treatment of sexual issues, made extensive contributions to understanding the
complexities of this field throughout his life. In Jung and Sex, Edward Santana
makes the case that reclaiming this knowledge can address substantial problems
with current treatments and support many who struggle with sexual issues. This
thorough exploration of Jung’s approach to sexual issues presents a wide-ranging
new look at his work and adds contemporary perspectives for helping those
suffering with sexual difficulties. The book calls for an important bridging of clinical
perspectives to address the contemporary challenges of complex sexual issues and
brings attention to a large body of Jung’s work on human sexuality, ranging from
pioneering thoughts on sexual expressions of the soul to understanding ways to
treat sexual symptoms. Jung and Sex provides a comprehensive analysis of Jung’s
views on, and clinical approaches to, sexual issues and treatments, using this
knowledge in order to help those with sexual problems and the professionals who
support them. It is an essential text for understanding critical dimensions of human
sexuality. Jung and Sex is an important contribution that closes a gap in the
literature of Jungian psychology. It offers unique insights into the subject for
Jungian psychotherapists, analytical psychologists, sex therapists, and relationship
counselors. The book also supports the work of academics and those interested in
contemporary applications of Jungian and post-Jungian studies.

Basic Writings of St. Thomas Aquinas, Volume 2
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In this companion to Initiation in the Aeon of the Child, now available in paperback,
author J. Daniel Gunther provides detailed and cohesive analysis of the two major
spiritual crises in the career of the aspirant in the Aeon of the Child—the
Knowledge & Conversation of the Holy Guardian Angel and the Crossing the Abyss
between the divine realms and the human. Expounding on the sublime Formulas of
Initiation confronting those who would aspire to these Mysteries, the author draws
deeply from Jungian psychology, world mythology and religion, and the doctrines
of the classic Mystery traditions, explaining how the revelations of Thelema apply
to the individual. The Angel & The Abyss is written in clear, precise language that
will aid those students who seek to navigate the difficult terrain of this advanced
stage of the Spiritual quest. More knowledgeable students will find tantalizing clues
to serve as guideposts and eventual confirmations of their direct experience. The
book offers copious illustrations including some in full color and numerous
diagrams. It features detailed references that encompass ancient Egyptian
hieroglyphic texts, the Old and New Testaments, the Apocrypha, Greek philosophy,
alchemy, hermetic qabalah, and tarot, as well as the writings of Carl Jung, Eric
Neumann and Aleister Crowley.

Synchronicity
Jungian Psychoanalysis or Analytical Psychology has evolved in unexpected and
exciting ways, exploring new paths in the spirit of Jung. The openness and diversity
of the Jungian approach are captured in this collection of bold new essays by some
of today's most outstanding Jungian analysts. Jungian Psychoanalysis explains
what Jungian Psychoanalysis is all about, how it relates to other types of
contemporary therapy, and what it can contribute to the debates now taking place
among psychotherapists all over the world, as dissatisfaction grows with the
limitations of both drug treatments and cognitive-behavioral therapies. This book
vividly depicts where Jungian Psychoanalysis has been, where it stands today in
relation to a wide array of clinical issues, and where it is headed as it moves into
its second century. "In the thirty-six chapters of Jungian Psychoanalysis we meet
some of the leading thinkers and therapists who embody the living spirit of Jung's
work in action. This is a fascinating and indispensable book, not only for anyone
who practices within the spirit of Jung's thought but also for anyone who takes up
that spirit as a way of conducting their own life."-Robert D. Romanyshyn, author of
The Wounded Researcher: Doing Research with Soul in Mind "Jungian
Psychoanalysis is an indispensable resource. Each chapter brings together Jung's
ideas, multidisciplinary sources, other psychologies, case illustrations, and the
author's own reflections. This combination results in exciting new directions for
clinical practice. The book skillfully balances erudition with respect for the
mysterious workings of the psyche."-Lawrence R. Alschuler, author of The
Psychopolitics of Liberation: Political Consciousness from a Jungian Perspective
"Jung urged his students to work in the spirit rather than the letter of his depthpsychological theories. In Jungian Psychoanalysis, Jungian analysts from six
continents present a contemporary review of post-Jungian goals, methods, analytic
process, and training. Their essays provide compelling accounts of the revelations
and insights encountered by those who experience what it means to be human
through a twenty-first-century Jungian lens."-Beverley Zabriskie, President, Jungian
Psychoanalytic Association, New York "The analytic tradition initiated by C.G. Jung
continues to evolve and develop new insights. Jungian Psychoanalysis is essential
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reading for therapists, analysts, and scholars who want to understand the most
contemporary thinking in this dynamic field"-George B. Hogenson, author of Jung's
Struggle with Freud Murray Stein is the author of The Principle of Individuation
(2006), Jung's Map of the Soul (1998), and Transformation: Emergence of the Self
(1998). Dr. Stein is President of the International School of Analytical Psychology,
in Zurich.

The Angel & The Abyss
Includes substantial selections from the Second Part of the Summa Theologica and
the Summa Contra Gentiles. Pegis's revision and correction of the English
Dominican Translation renders Aquinas' technical terminology consistently as it
conveys the directness and simplicity of Aquinas' writing; the Introduction, notes,
and index aim at giving the text its proper historical setting, and the reader the
means of studying St. Thomas within that setting.

C.G. Jung Speaking
The ancient practice of alchemy, which thrived in Europe until the seventeenth
century, dealt with the phenomenon of transformation--not only of materials (ore
into gold) but also of the human spirit (self into Other). Through their work in the
material realm, alchemists discovered personal rebirth as well as a linking between
outer and inner dimensions. C. G. Jung first turned to alchemy for personal
illumination in coping with trauma brought on by his break with Freud. Alchemical
symbolism eventually suggested to Jung that there was a process in the
unconscious, one that had a goal beyond discharging tension and hiding pain. In
this book, Nathan Schwartz-Salant, a leading Jungian analyst with an interest in
alchemy, brings together a key selection of Jung's writings on the subject. These
writings expose us to Jung's fascinating reflections on the symbols of
alchemy--such as the three-headed Mercurial dragon, hermaphrodites, and lions
devouring the sun--and brings us closer to the spirit of his approach to the
unconscious, closer than his purely scientific concepts often allow.

Jung and Sex
To Jung, synchonicity is a meaningful coincidence in time, a psychic factor which is
independant of space and time. This revolutionary concept of synchronicity both
challenges and complements the physicist's classical view of casualty. It also
forces is to a basic reconsideration of the meaning of chance, probability,
coincidence and the singular events in our lives.

On the Nature of the Psyche
Written three years before his death, The Undiscovered Self combines acuity with
concision in masterly fashion and is Jung at his very best. Offering clear and crisp
insights into some of his major theories, such as the duality of human nature, the
unconscious, human instinct and spirituality, Jung warns against the threats of
totalitarianism and political and social propaganda to the free-thinking individual.
As timely now as when it was first written, Jung's vision is a salutary reminder of
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why we should not become passive members of the herd. With a new foreword by
Sonu Shamdasani.

Freud: A Very Short Introduction
The writings of C. G. Jung himself are the best place to read about all his main
ideas—but where to start, when Jung's Collected Works run to more than eighteen
volumes? Robert H. Hopcke's guide to Jung's voluminous writings shows exactly
the best place to begin for getting a handle on each of Jung's key concepts and
ideas—from archetypal symbols to analytical psychology to UFOs. Each chapter
explains one of Jung's principal concerns, then directs the reader where to read
about it in depth in the Collected Works. Each chapter includes a list of secondary
sources to approach for further study—which the author has updated for this
edition to include books published in the ten years since the Guided Tour's first
appearance.

Psychosis or Mystical Religious Experience?
An original history of psychology told through the stories of its most important
breakthroughs—and the men and women who made them In Our Minds, Our
Selves, distinguished psychologist and writer Keith Oatley provides an engaging,
original, and authoritative history of modern psychology told through the stories of
its most important breakthroughs and the men and women who made them. The
book traverses a fascinating terrain: conscious and unconscious knowledge, brain
physiology, emotion, mental development, language, memory, mental illness,
creativity, human cooperation, and much more. Biographical sketches illuminate
the thinkers behind key insights: historical figures such as Darwin, Piaget, Skinner,
and Turing; leading contemporaries such as Michael Tomasello and Tania Singer;
and influential people from other fields, including Margaret Mead, Noam Chomsky,
and Jane Goodall. Enhancing our understanding of ourselves and others,
psychology holds the potential to create a better world. Our Minds, Our Selves tells
the story of this most important of sciences in a new and appealing way.

A Guided Tour of the Collected Works of C. G. Jung
A collection of journalistic interviews which span Jung's lifetime. This book captures
his personality and spirit in more than 50 accounts of talks and meetings with him.
They range from transcripts of interviews for radio, television, and film to memoirs
written by notable personalities.

Tools for Strengths-Based Assessment and Evaluation
This book presents a new paradigm for distinguishing psychotic and mystical
religious experiences. In order to explore how Presbyterian pastors differentiate
such events, Susan L. DeHoff draws from Reformed theology, psychological theory,
and robust qualitative research. Following a conversation among multidisciplinary
voices, she presents a new paradigm considering the similarities, differences, and
possible overlap of psychotic and mystical religious experiences.
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Rethinking Whitehead's Symbolism
While never losing sight of the rational, cultured mind, Jung speaks for the natural
mind, source of the evolutionary experience and accumulated wisdom of our
species. Through his own example, Jung shows how healing our own living
connection with Nature contributes to the whole.

Four Archetypes
"[B]ecause of the thoroughness of the literature reviews and the comprehensive
coverage of the chapter topics, [this book] should be required reading for any
scholar working in related areas of personality or intelligence."--PsycCRITIQUES
ìThis book is a masterly attempt to bring order and cohesion to a field that for
many years has been riven with claims and counterclaims. The editors and authors
are to be congratulated for addressing a very complex task so helpfully.î John
Biggs, PhD Honorary Professor of Psychology University of Hong Kong ìIf you are
interested in intellectual stylesópeopleís preferred ways of processing
informationóthen this book belongs on your bookshelf.î Richard E. Mayer, PhD
Professor of Psychology University of California, Santa Barbara ìFor more than half
a century, the construct of styleówhether designated as cognitive, thinking or
learningóhas been in or out of fashion in the history of psychology and education.
The editors of the present Handbook have invigorated the style construct in the
form of intellectual styles, and have brought together a distinguished international
panel of chapter authors who offer up-to-date surveys of the assessment,
development, correlates, and educational and organizational applications of
intellectual styles. For those seeking to familiarize themselves with current theory
and research in an intellectually exciting field, the present Handbook is essential.î
Nathan Kogan, PhD Professor Emeritus, Department of Psychology New School for
Social Research, New York, NY The concept of intellectual styles has had a
controversial history based on diverse philosophical and theoretical foundations.
Most recently, the idea of intellectual stylesóan umbrella term that covers such
closely related constructs as ìcognitive styles,î ìlearning styles,î ìteaching styles,î
and ìthinking stylesîóhas gained momentum as an explanation for why different
people succeed in different professional and organizational settings. Previously, it
was thought that high-achievers simply had more innate abilities than their less
successful peers, but research has shown that individuals have different
intellectual styles that are better suited for varying types of contexts and
problems. Based on the most current and expansive research, this handbook is the
first to provide a comprehensive review of research on the construct of intellectual
style, from its foundations and development, to its relations to allied constructs, its
roles in school and job performance, its applications in various populations, and its
future.. This understanding of intellectual styles as a valid concept for both
individuals and groups has far-reaching implications for researchers in crosscultural psychology, multicultural education, organizational behavior and work
performance, and many other academic disciplines, as well as practitioners in
education and beyond. Key Features: Provides a comprehensive review of
intellectual styles from multiple perspectives Written for students and scholars in
diverse academic arenas, as well as practitioners in education and other fields
Includes contributions from researchers from diverse disciplines, such as
psychology, business, education, and health sciences
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The Essential Jung
Our Minds, Our Selves
Volumes contain: numbered Mycological notes, various synopses, numbered
polyporoid issues, letters, plates.

Jung on Alchemy
I have often stated to students that I felt that one of the most important
characteristics of a psychotherapist is the ability to tolerate ambiguity. As Allen so
aptly points out in this creative and valuable book, my observa tion contains an
implicit assumption that requires a clear statement in order for it to be understood.
Before ambiguity can be tolerated, it must be recognized. The psychotherapist who
accepts the presentations of the pa tient at face value is never faced with the
difficult problem of tolerating the ambiguity that is so intrinsic to the
circumstances that bring many people to treatment. In this volume, Allen has
undertaken the task of helping the reader to recognize ambiguity in all of its
manifestations, to understand it better, and, having understood it, to help the
patient to grow beyond it. Ambiguity, in Allen's view, arises from a dialectical
conflict, whether it is between the self and the system, intrapsychic and wholly
within the self, or social, when the individual is tom between competing reference
groups. Psychotherapy is a process by which the dialectic can be brought to
consciousness so that a synthesis can be achieved. The dialectic that engages the
individual, and often is played out between the individual and the system, parallels
the struggle between attachment and individuation.

Dreams
An Introduction to the Collected Works of C. G. Jung: Psyche as Spirit offers a
concise and engaging overview of Jung’s work and contributions to the field of
psychology. Mayes brings into focus the major concepts and themes explored in
Jung’s Collected Works, including the ego-Self Axis, archetypes, personality types,
and the Collective Unconscious, presenting a thorough introduction and a valuable
resource for both Jungian students as well as Jungian scholars.

The Basic Writings of C.G. Jung
Current Industrial Reports
Jung on Astrology brings together C. G. Jung’s thoughts on astrology in a single
volume for the first time, significantly adding to our understanding of Jung’s work.
Jung’s Collected Works, seminars, and letters contain numerous discussions of this
ancient divinatory system, and Jung himself used astrological horoscopes as a
diagnostic tool in his analytic practice. Understood in terms of his own psychology
as a symbolic representation of the archetypes of the collective unconscious, Jung
found in astrology a wealth of spiritual and psychological meaning and suggested it
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represents the "sum of all the psychological knowledge of antiquity." The
selections and editorial introductions by Safron Rossi and Keiron Le Grice address
topics that were of critical importance to Jung—such as the archetypal symbolism
in astrology, the precession of the equinoxes and astrological ages, astrology as a
form of synchronicity and acausal correspondence, the qualitative nature of time,
and the experience of astrological fate—allowing readers to assess astrology’s
place within the larger corpus of Jung’s work and its value as a source of symbolic
meaning for our time. The book will be of great interest to analytical psychologists,
Jungian psychotherapists and academics and students of depth psychology,
Jungian and post-Jungian studies, as well as to astrologers and therapists of other
orientations, especially transpersonal.

Jung on Active Imagination
This classic edition of The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud includes complete texts
of six works that have profoundly influenced our understanding of human behavior,
presented here in the translation by Dr. A. A. Brill, who for almost forty years was
the standard-bearer of Freudian theories in America. • Psychopathology of
Everyday Life is perhaps the most accessible of Freud’s books. An intriguing
introduction to psychoanalysis, it shows how subconscious motives underlie even
the most ordinary mistakes we make in talking, writing, and remembering. • The
Interpretation of Dreams records Freud’s revolutionary inquiry into the meaning of
dreams and the power of the unconscious. • Three Contributions to the Theory of
Sex is the seminal work in which Freud traces the development of sexual instinct in
humans from infancy to maturity. • Wit and Its Relation to the Unconscious
expands on the theories Freud set forth in The Interpretation of Dreams. It
demonstrates how all forms of humor attest to the fundamental orderliness of the
human mind. • Totem and Taboo extends Freud’s analysis of the individual psyche
to society and culture. • The History of Psychoanalytic Movement makes clear the
ultimate incompatibility of Freud’s ideas with those of his onetime followers Adler
and Jung.

Mycological Writings of C. G. Lloyd
Featuring seminal work in the philosophies of mathematics and language, this
comprehensive and assiduously edited collection also makes available his
provocative and controversial views on religion and international relations.

Jungian Psychoanalysis
Author, psychiatrist and scholar, painter, world traveler, and above all visionary
dreamer, Carl Jung was one of the great figures of the twentieth century. A
comprehensive compilation of his work on dreams, this popular book is without
parallel. Skilfully weaving a narrative that encompasses all of his major themes mysticism, religion, culture and symbolism - Jung brings a wealth of allusion to the
collection. He identifies such issues as the filmic quality of some dreams, and the
differences between 'personal dreams' - dreams that exist on the individual level and 'big dreams' - dreams that we all experience, that come from the collective
unconscious. Dreams provides the perfect introduction to his concepts to those
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unfamiliar with Jung's work. Perfectly illuminating his user-friendly approach to life,
Dreams is the ideal addition to any Jung collection.

On Theology and Psychology
The first unauthorized look at the philosophy behind Heroes, one of TV's most
popular shows When ordinary individuals from around the world inexplicably
develop superhuman abilities, they question who they are, struggle to cope with
new responsibilities, and decide whether to use their new power for good or for
evil. Every episode of Tim Kring's hit TV show Heroes is a philosophical quandary.
Heroes and Philosophy is the first book to analyze how philosophy makes this show
so compelling. It lets you examine questions crucial to our existence as thinking,
rational beings. Is the Company evil, or good? Does Hiro really have a destiny? Do
we? Is it okay to lie in order to hide your powers or save the world? Heroes and
Philosophy offers answers to these and other intriguing questions. Brings the
insight of history's philosophical heavyweights such as Plato and Nietzche to
Heroes characters and settings Adds a fun and fascinating dimension to your
understanding of the show Expands your thinking about Heroes as the series
expands from graphic and text novels to action figures and a video game Whether
you're new to Heroes or have been a fan since day one, this book will take your
enjoyment of the show to the next level.

An Introduction to the Collected Works of C. G. Jung
A lavishly illustrated volume of C.G. Jung’s visual work, from drawing to painting to
sculpture. A world-renowned, founding figure in analytical psychology, and one of
the twentieth century’s most vibrant thinkers, C.G. Jung imbued as much
inspiration, passion, and precision in what he made as in what he wrote. Though it
spanned his entire lifetime and included painting, drawing, and sculpture, Jung’s
practice of visual art was a talent that Jung himself consistently downplayed out of
a stated desire never to claim the title “artist.” But the long-awaited and landmark
publication, in 2009, of C.G. Jung’s The Red Book revealed an astonishing visual
facet of a man so influential in the realm of thought and words, as it integrated
stunning symbolic images with an exploration of “thinking in images” in
therapeutic work and the development of the method of Active Imagination. The
remarkable depictions that burst forth from the pages of that calligraphic volume
remained largely unrecognized and unexplored until publication. The release of
The Red Book generated enormous interest in Jung’s visual works and allowed
scholars to engage with the legacy of Jung’s creativity. The essays collected here
present previously unpublished artistic work and address a remarkably broad
spectrum of artistic accomplishment, both independently and within the context of
The Red Book, itself widely represented. Tracing the evolution of Jung’s visual
efforts from early childhood to adult life while illuminating the close relation of
Jung’s lived experience to his scientific and creative endeavors, The Art of C.G.
Jung offers a diverse exhibition of Jung’s engagement with visual art as maker,
collector, and analyst.

China on the Mind
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All the creative art psychotherapies (art, dance, music, drama, poetry) can trace
their roots to C. G. Jung's early work on active imagination. Joan Chodorow here
offers a collection of Jung's writings on active imagination, gathered together for
the first time. Jung developed this concept between the years 1913 and 1916,
following his break with Freud. During this time, he was disoriented and
experienced intense inner turmoil --he suffered from lethargy and fears, and his
moods threatened to overwhelm him. Jung searched for a method to heal himself
from within, and finally decided to engage with the impulses and images of his
unconscious. It was through the rediscovery of the symbolic play of his childhood
that Jung was able to reconnect with his creative spirit. In a 1925 seminar and
again in his memoirs, he tells the remarkable story of his experiments during this
time that led to his self-healing. Jung learned to develop an ongoing relationship
with his lively creative spirit through the power of imagination and fantasies. He
termed this therapeutic method "active imagination." This method is based on the
natural healing function of the imagination, and its many expressions. Chodorow
clearly presents the texts, and sets them in the proper context. She also
interweaves her discussion of Jung's writings and ideas with contributions from
Jungian authors and artists.

The Basic Writings of Sigmund Freud
Presents selected writings for Jung's major studies on the nature and functioning of
the human psyche

The Mindset Revolution
For the first time, The Collected Works of C. G. Jung is now available in a complete
digital edition that is full-text searchable. The Complete Digital Edition includes
Vols. 1–18 and Vol. 19, the General Bibliography of C. G. Jung's Writings. (Vol. 20,
the General Index to the Collected Works, is not included.) Volumes 1–18 of The
Collected Works are available for individual purchase and are also full-text
searchable at http://press.princeton.edu/catalogs/series/bscwj.html [The Collected
Works of C.G. Jung]. The Collected Works of C. G. Jung forms one of the basic texts
of twentieth-century thought: at once foundational for depth psychology and
pivotal for intellectual, cultural, and religious history. The writings presented here,
spanning five decades, embody Jung's attempt to establish an interdisciplinary
science of analytical psychology, and apply its insights to the fields of psychiatry,
criminology, psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, personality psychology, anthropology,
physics, biology, education, the arts and literature, the history of the mind and its
symbols, comparative religion, alchemy, and contemporary culture and politics,
among others: each in turn has been decisively marked by his thought. Of timely
and ongoing relevance to the understanding of these fields, Jung's writings are at
the same time essential reading for any understanding of the making of the
modern mind.

Deciphering Motivation in Psychotherapy
Brother of novelist Henry James, William James held views embodied in the
tendency to subordinate logical proof to intuitive conviction. He was a vigorous
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antagonist of the idealistic school of Kant and Hegel, and an empiricist who made
empiricism more radical by treating pure experience as the very substance of the
world. Taking writings from The Principles of Psychology, Essays in Radical
Empiricism and The Meaning of Truth amongst other publications, this edition
offers a comprehensive selection of James's writings.

The Earth Has a Soul
In this compact volume, British psychiatrist and writer Anthony Storr has selected
extracts from Jung's writings that pinpoint his many original contributions and
relate the development of his thought to his biography. Storr's explanatory notes
and introduction show the progress and coherence of Jung's ideas. These notes link
the extracts, and with Dr. Storr's introduction, they show the progress and
coherence of Jung's ideas, including such concepts as the collective unconscious,
the archetypes, introversion and extroversion, individuation, and Jung's view of
integration as the goal of the development of the personality.Jung maintained that
we are profoundly ignorant of ourselves and that our most pressing task is to
deflect our gaze away from the external world and toward the study of our own
nature. In a world torn by conflict and threatened by annihilation, his message has
an urgent relevance for every thoughtful person.

Heroes and Philosophy
Jung's correspondence with one of the twentieth century's leading theologians and
ecumenicists On Theology and Psychology brings together C. G. Jung's
correspondence with Adolf Keller, a celebrated Protestant theologian who was one
of the pioneers of the modern ecumenical movement and one of the first religious
leaders to become interested in analytical psychology. Their relationship spanned
half a century, and for many years Keller was the only major religious leader to
align himself with Jung and his ideas. Both men shared a lifelong engagement with
questions of faith, and each grappled with God in his own distinctive way.
Presented here in English for the first time are letters that provide a rare look at
Jung in dialogue with a theologian. Spanning some fifty years, these letters reveal
an extended intellectual and spiritual discourse between two very different men as
they exchange views on the nature of the divine, the compatibility of Jungian
psychology and Christianity, the interpretation of the Bible and figures such as
Jesus and Job, and the phenomenon of National Socialism. Although Keller was
powerfully attracted to Jung's ideas, his correspondence with the famed
psychiatrist demonstrates that he avoided discipleship. Both men struggled with
essential questions about human existence, spirituality, and well-being, and both
sought common ground where the concerns of psychologists and theologians
converge. Featuring an illuminating introduction by Marianne Jehle-Wildberger, On
Theology and Psychology offers incomparable insights into the development of
Jung's views on theology and religion, and a unique window into a spiritual and
intellectual friendship unlike any other.
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